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With a Crayon As Dull As You Are 
Urban Myth

Reef Space

Spiders

Universal

Chris Whitley 
Terra Incognita 

Sony

Glop

Epic/Sony

‘Don’t bore us, get to the chorus,’ seems to be Grean is certainly ut of the ‘truly Canadian rock’ Reef probably look at their treasured posters of At first glance, Whitley appears to be an Because Space are getting a big time push, maybe
the adage that MAdE obeys.This band has honed vein, à la Rheostatics, King Cobb Steelie and Soundgarden every night before they go to bed, unassuming country cat. However, there are some they’ll actually endear themselves to listems with
their skills for years before releasing their first Big Fish Eat Little Fish. As Dull As You Are is wishing they could be as cool as the lords of enjoyable tunes on this album.The disc’s first track, their raggae/lounge/Brit pop mode of music,
major label album.The practice has done them flush with catchy riffs and irregular timing and hard rock. But Glow is Reefs attempt at hard “As Flat As the Earth,” has a fair sound to it, but The entire album has a crazy James Bond
well, as the catchy choruses really propel this arrangments, making this disc something radio pop that failed. But at least they hacv their it’s very indicative of the rest of the album. Whitley soundtrack feel to it, and the entire package
tHae-The verses seem relatively unimportant, but different for the kids to groove to. Soundgarden posters. probably won’t be charting big time quite yet. comes across as a very stick, polished product,
the album definitely maintains the radio-friendly • Anthony Dai is & Peter J. Cullen . Peter J. Cullen & Anthony Davis • Peter J Cullen & Anthony Davis But the somewhat whiny vocals and background
sound (and industry hype) that’s required to _____________________________________________ noise detract from the album more than add to
make it big. Look for MAdE at a radio station it. And since they’re so prominent, they make 

Spiders less enjoyable than it might have been.
• Peter J. Cuuen & Anthony Dams
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iLost Highway is the second soundtrack to be 
produced by Trent Reznor, the creative engine 
behind Nine Inch Nails. Like the Natural Bom 
Killers soundtrack, Reznor incorporates a wide 
selection of sounds. The main distinction 
between the two, however, is that Lost Highway 
is much more focused. Beginning with the 

% first track, David Bowie’s “I’m Deranged,” 
Reznor creates a dream like state of mind. A 
hypnotic opera where time slows to a crawl 
and reality becomes obscured. Bowie’s voice 
at once sounds like a troubled spectre, his voice 
being carried on the wind. Enhancing this 
catalepsy are a number of contributions from 
David Lynch’s musical soul mate Angelo 
Badalamenti, who’s jazzy score helped put the 
eeriness in Twin Peaks. Badalamenti is a master 
of concocting songs which slip right past your 
skin and into your soul, numbing your senses. 
It is at these times, as in a Nine Inch Nails 
album, that Reznor hits you over the head with 
a 2x4 and snaps you rudely out of‘the dream.* 
He accomplishes this cruel pleasure with songs 
by Marilyn Manson, Death Metal’s Ramnstieti, 
and of-course. Nine Inch Nails. The splendour 
of this soundtrack is that Reznor is able to
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Men ‘O’ Steel 
Can I Haie A Piece? 

Cargo

Rascalz 
Cashcrop 

Figure IV Records

Swell

Too Many Days Without Thinking 
Psycho Specific

Uilllli
Bloodhound Gang 

One Fierce Beer Coaster 
Geffen/Universal

«w. Kids from Quebec trying to do a snowboard These guys am anything but ’swell". Someone The Rascalz present quite a different style. They
punk/pop album. Their CD booklet puts them went too many days without thinking when they sound tike a mixture of Bone Thugs "N Harmony
in the running for best poseurs of the year. Maybe gave Swell an album deal. It instills faith in young and Arrested Development. You’d probably say
modelling is the career choice they should pursue, rockers that anyone can make a record.

• Anthony Dries & Peter J. Cullen

their stuff is gangs ta rap, but it isn’t quite though Talentless, but amusing punk/ska/rap/rock.The 
• Anthony Davis & Peter J. Cullen you’d say its more gangsta than any other style. Beastie Boys without talent (aka The Offipring).

They run the same style in almost all the tracks. . Anthony Davis & Peter J. Culles
One of the tracks “Dreaded Fist" has been on
Much Music consistendy for some time now. 
Actually its a really good track. They seem to 
use drums a lot and a lot of back ground vocals.

• Daniel Ohvsu-Afari

If you think CD reviews are fun, 
come on in to the Brunswickan! 

There’s one issue left, but it’s 
never too late to start ruining your 

school year.

Kiss the Midget 
Behave

Inferno Records

hold on to you even after he has slapped you 
setueless. In closing, the combination of an 
original music score and industrial sounds 
which you would normally find on a Crow 
soundtrack, places this album one ring up on 
the evolutionary ladder of soundtracks.

tf
Kiss the Midget? Kiss my ass. There guys suck.

• Peter J. Cullen & Anthony Dams
is

• Mike Quinn
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in a tints of your own!
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Incredible student fares 
across Canada.

*
■★ *★ Admission: a non-perishable donation to the Food Bank. **
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* *
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■1* Flights are available one way or return
Valid for up to one year
Very few restrictions
To-date, more than 250,000 full-time students have 
travelled domestically using these unique Travel CUTS fares!
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Est. 1970

:: TRAVEL CUTS tonight
Open til 2 am 
$2.00 Doubles 

$1.60 Beer 
from 8-11

Don't Miss Retro Night Next Wed. 
Coming Soon: Last Class Bash
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